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Preceding page: An uncut sheet of $3 legal tender notes. For
some reason the Act on the right of the bottom note was etched
out on the negative. (Courtesy of the Bureau of Engraving &
Printing )

A drawing which accompanied the letter from John M.
Batchelder to Secretary of the Treasury Richardson.

In 1974, the much-talked-about unissued design for the
1862 $3 Legal Tender Note surfaced. Surprisingly, the
design differed from the $1 and $2 Legal Tender Notes
which were issued. It had been assumed that the anti-
alteration device on the latter denominations would have
been used on the $3 design, but it was not. (An interesting
letter in the National Archives, dated April 18, 1873,
Boston, addressed to Secretary of the Treasury William
A. Richardson, suggests the sender, John M. Batchelder,
was the designer of the anti-alteration device. Mr.
Batchelder writes: "I gave you in Cambridge an example
of my design to prevent alteration. I would like to have
my design introduced on the new notes [1874 Legal
Tender Notes]. It was used on the 30 million issue of
`ones' and `twos,' but new designs resembling the
enclosed will be better. The named ruling should be
course enough to allow each line to end at the circle that
surrounds the denominational figure.")

Instead of a portrait, there was a timely patriotic
vignette entitled Army and Navy adapted from a
drawing by an artist named Herrick; the engraving as
seen on the note was engraved by Louis Delnoce. Two
articles about this $3 Legal Tender Note essai were
published in 1974, one by Eric Newman, the other by this
author. Neither was aware that the other was
simultaneously preparing a similar article, even though
the titles (listed in the bibliography) suggest otherwise.
Little factual evidence concerning the background for
this particular essai was presented by either author for
the reason that such information was unknown. During
the past two years I have frequented the National
Archives in Washington, D.C., searching for the
information which would clear up the mystery
surrounding this note.

The U.S. Treasury was not equipped to produce bank
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notes and would not assume this responsibility in its
entirety until 1887 under the name of the National
Currency Bureau. Thus, once again private bank note
companies were engaged as they had been during the
preceding 50 years when circulating Treasury Notes were
needed. The nation's two leading bank note companies,
the American and National, 2 were called upon
independently and cooperatively to produce Demand
Notes, Interest-bearing Treasury Notes and Legal
Tender Notes.

The latter issue was to include a $3 note, which is the
design with which we are primarily concerned.
Correspondence between the U.S. Treasury and the two
companies just mentioned reveals the heretofore missing
data pertaining to what is now considered to be a very
odd denomination. This correspondence yielded
additional information which to many should be
extremely exciting, that of an existing second design for
the $3 Legal Tender Note by the National Bank Note
Company, as well as second designs for the $1 and $2
notes of the same series by the American Bank Note
Company.

An engraving which accompanied Mr. Batchelder's letter.

As the Civil War approached, gold and silver were
hoarded, banks in New York and Philadelphia could not
redeem their own notes, and specie payments were
suspended. Treasury Notes under the Act of December
23, 1857, were issued, ". . . the type which had saved the
U.S. Government from ruin during the War of 1812, the
Panic of 1837 and other periods of distress." 3 A
circulating medium of exchange was needed, and equally
important, a method of financing the conflict between
North and South was necessary. Both were provided by
the Act of July 17, 1861. What follows later often relates
to this act; therefore I will quote the pertinent section
which is vital to our story:
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The $1 and $2 legal tender notes issued with the anti-
alteration device. The $1 note bearing plate A and serial
number 1 was presented to S. P. Chase, Secretary of the

Treasury.

Treasury notes to be of any denomination fixed by the
Secretary of the Treasury, not less than fifty dollars,
and to be payable three years after date, with interest
at the rate of seven and three tenths per centum per
annum, payable semi-annually. And the Secretary of
the Treasury may also issue in exchange for coins, and
as part of the above loan, or may fix for salaries or
other dues from the United States, treasury notes of
less denomination than fifty dollars, not bearing
interest, but payable on demand by the Assistant
Treasurers of the United States at Philadelphia, New
York or Boston, or treasury notes bearing interest at
the rate of three and sixty-five hundredths per centum
payable in one year from date, and exchangeable at
any time for treasury notes for fifty dollars, and
upwards, issuable under the authority of this act, and
bearing interest as specified above: Provided, that no
exchange of such notes in any less amount than one
hundred dollars shall be made at any one time: And
provided further, that no treasury notes shall be
issued of less denomination than ten dollars, and that
the whole amount of treasury notes, not bearing
interest, issued under the authority of this act, shall
not exceed fifty millions of dollars. (author's italics)
The three year Treasury Notes authorized by the

preceding act were issued in denominations of from $50 to
$5,000. Notes payable on demand were issued in
denominations of $5, $10, and $20, all dated August 10,
1861. ' (These Demand Notes with green backs were
soon referred to as greenbacks.) Demand Notes were ". . .
uttered before the suspension of specie payments and
that, as a result, they would be redeemed in coin, even
though not so stated on their faces: moreover, the
demands were acceptable in payments of taxes and
duties. As this decision proved an embarassing drain on
Treasury stocks of gold and silver, the notes were retired
as quickly as possible ... " 5

As you undoubtedly remember, the Act of February 25,
1862, provided for $150,000,000 in Legal Tender Notes
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"in denominations not less than $5." $60,000,000 of the
preceding amount was intended for the redemption of
demand notes, Some time prior to February 10, the date
Mr. Fitch Shepard, president of the National Bank Note
Company, wrote to Secretary of the Treasury Salmon P.
Chase, we are able to confirm tha,., it was the American
Bank Note Company which was responsible for the
designs of the demand notes. After saying models for
backs "were sent today," Mr. Shepard continued:

We think an arrangement between the American and
National Companies will be effected tomorrow, by
which they will co-operate to facilitate the Govt. -
Business. As the faces by the American Co. already
used for the 5, 10 & 20 will be continued [from the
demand notes to legal tender notes,] we trust the
Secretary will deem it proper to employ the National's
backs for the same — which will be ready for the press
directly [after] they are adopted by the Department.
The several plates to be printed by either company.
We have prepared all the important parts for the
higher denominations, and will be happy to submit the
same in form for examination at the Secretary's
pleasure; any one which can be ready for the press on
very short notice — and transfers be furnished to the
other company.

Less than two weeks after this dated correspondence,
the following letter was sent to Secretary Chase by the
American Bank Note Company. Referring to a telegram
sent earlier stating that the two companies had agreed to
cooperate, the letter proceeds: "We have prepared
ourselves to print with all possible dispatch after the
passage of the law, having on our own responsibility
prepared plates in anticipation of its passage, as nearly
complete as possible before details of the Act are settled.
We shall be happy to submit models for approval . . ."

The first issue of Legal Tender Notes ($5, $10, $20, $50,
and $100) bore the following obligation: "This note is a
Legal Tender for all debts public and private except

The first obligation as it appears on the back of the $20

legal tender note. (Courtesy of J. Roy Pennell)

duties on imports and interest on the public debt, and is
exchangeable for U.S. six per cent twenty year bonds,
redeemable at the pleasure of the United States after five
years."

Not enough Demand Notes were redeemed, so a second
$150,000,000 in Legal Tender Notes was authorized
under the Act of June 11, 1862, $35,000,000 of which was
to be "in denominations of less than $5." The lack of
specie created this critical need for bills of $1, $2, and the
proposed $3 note.

In what appears to be a last minute effort to change the
appearance of the new $5 Legal Tender Notes from the
previously issued Demand notes (which were the same
with one exception: the deletion of the words "on
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With the exception of the surrounding ornamentation,
the second obligation lettering on the $5 legal tender note
is identical to the lettering on the $3 note. By referring to
Friedberg, Donlon or Hessler one can also see the same
lettering on the $10, $20, $500 and $1000 notes, all
prepared by the American Bank Note Co.
By checking the same sources one can observe the
different style of lettering on the $1 and $2 notes which I
believe were prepared by the National Bank Note Co.

demand"), a new portrait of Alexander Hamilton was
suggested by Secretary Chase. A letter from the
American Bank Note Company to the Secretary on
March 19, 1862, states that the substitution of ". . . the
new portrait of Alexander Hamilton for the one now on
the Five . . . would cause a delay in the first delivery... "
since they were already printing from the plates.
Although it is unknown, one would assume the "new
portrait" is the one that appeared the following year on
the $50 one-year Interest-bearing Note.

The obligation for the second emission under the act
previously mentioned was changed to read: "This note is
Legal Tender for all debts public and private, except
duties on imports and interest on the public debt, and is
receivable in payment of all loans made to the United
States." These notes were no longer exchangeable for 6%
bonds as were the first emission notes.

$1 and $2 Legal Tender Notes were issued; quotations
and condensations from letters which follow show the
interesting evolution of the $1, $2, and $3 Legal Tender
Notes plus mention of an additional note that was in the
planning stage.

You will recall the Act of July 17, 1861, authorized ". . .
treasury notes bearing interest at the rate of three and
sixty-five hundredths per centum payable in one year
from date ..." in denominations not less than ten dollars.
Section 3 of the subsequent Act of August 5, 1861,
authorized " . . . the Secretary of the Treasury to fix the
denomination of said notes at not less then five dollars."

The recommendations of Secretary Chase were
reflected in the two acts just mentioned. There was
another recommendation by the Secretary which was not
incorporated into the Act of July 17, 1861, his suggestion
for a $25 treasury note. 6 The act as passed authorized
Treasury Notes in denominations not less than $50.

In the March 8, 1862, issue of The Banker's Magazine,

Pliny Miles was a bit premature in writing about what he
called, "A New Treasury Note." This announcement
stated that 100 million 7.30% one-year notes in the
denominations of $25, $50, $100, and $500 were to be
issued: ". . . these notes will combine two great
conveniences, . . . they will serve both as a permanent
investment and a circulating medium." The writer went
On to say the notes will grow and increase every day they
are in one's possession. Mr. Miles continued by saying,
"This note, particularly if issued in as small
denominations as $25 and $50, will have a peculiar
fascination"; a father will say to his children, "Now be
economical, save your pocket-money, and I will buy you a
Treasury Note." It was also the opinion of Mr. Miles that
" . . . some of the first financial minds of the age have
pronounced these notes . . . the best mode of investment."
The Banker's Magazine article closed with a bit of soft
sell reminding the reader the new treasury notes will " .. .
constantly augment one's wealth . . . grow in value, even
while he is sleeping."

Unfortunately for Mr. Miles, the $25 Treasury Note
was not issued, neither were the $5, $10, and $20 3 65/100
notes provided for by the Act of July 17, 1861. Before we
move too far off course, let us return to the letters which
tell us more about the evolution of the $1, $2, and $3
notes in which the 3 65/100 notes played a most
important part.

The earliest reference I could locate for these 3 65/100
notes was in a letter dated August 15, 1861, from the
American Bank Note Company to John J. Cisco,
Assistant Treasurer of the United States, confirming the
suspension of $30,000,000 of these notes as ordered in a
letter of August 7. Ten days later, the American Bank
Note Company wrote to Secretary Chase, informing him
work had been suspended on the 3 65/100 notes and all
time would now be devoted to Demand Notes and 7 3/10
Interest Notes.

On August 16, one day after the first of three letters to
which reference was just made, President Lincoln
proclaimed an end to all commercial relations with
inhabitants of the rebel states. It would therefore seem
very unlikely that bank notes of any type emanating from
Washington would now legally circulate in the South.

The alteration of the 3 65/100 notes was first mentioned
in a letter of June 27, 1862, in which Mr. Cisco was asked
by the Secretary of the Treasury to consult with the
American Bank Note Company to ascertain whether the
plates for these notes could be altered into Legal Tender
Notes of the denominations of one, two, and three, and
the expense for such alteration. A reply from the bank
note company comments on the four subject plates
already prepared: "We will convert these plates into
Legal Tender Notes 1. 2. & 3 without any charge for
altering them, and would furnish notes from them on Ethel
same terms as the 5's 10's & 20's are furnished." These
notes could be ready one week after an order was placed.
On July 1, Secretary Chase ordered the plates to be
altered; however, he reserved the contract for finishing
the notes to be considered at some time in the future.

On July 2, 1862, anticipating the Congress would
authorize the issue of $25,000,000 in denominations of
less than $5, Secretary Chase wrote letters to both the
major bank note companies. The letter to Tracy Edson,
president of the American Bank Note Company, requests
him to submit proposals for printing $15,000,000 in $1,
$2, and $3 notes, the ratio being 6, 2, and 1 respectively.
The Secretary goes on to point out that the proposal may
include the furnishing of paper, in conformity with the
terms of an advertisement inviting such proposals.
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What appears to be an estimate was found at the
National Archives among other papers from the
American Bank Note Co. As can be seen, a $25 note was
under serious consideration.

The urgency of this reply is reflected in the date. News
of the Civil War dominated the pages of the New York
Times on July 4, 1862; the holiday was not even
mentioned until page 8, the last page. Nevertheless, Mr.
Edson like most Americans, must have celebrated
Independence Day; notwithstanding, he did take time to
compose and send the following letter to Secretary Chase:

I have the honor to acknowledge your favor of 2nd
Inst requesting proposals for $15,000,000 of l's, 2's &
3's say in proportion of Six 1's Two 2's and one 3,
including paper.
To produce that sum in those proportions would
require
1,730,769 Impressions [of] 1 1 1 1 = $6,923,076
576,924 Impressions [of] 2 2 2 2 = $4,615,392
288,461 Impressions [of] 3 3 3 3 = $3,461,532
1,298,077 sheets [of] Bank note paper would be
required for the above, the paper to be of the best
quality and all linen, weighing 16 to 18 lbs per 1000
sheets, of same character as that now used for 5's, 10's
& 20's.
Each of the above impressions would have three
printings — face, tint, and back, making 7,788,462
impressions also 4 numbers, making 10,384,616 nos.
and 8 signatures making 20,769,232 signatures.
We have 50 new presses in addition to our former
number in readiness for this work, but for the purpose
of greater expedition, if it meets your approval, we
should cooperate with the National Company in doing
the work.
The plate [s] [of] 5's 10's & 20's for 3 65/100 Interest
notes, we are now altering to l's 2's & 3's Legal Tender
Notes, in accordance with your instructions received
through Mr. Cisco, and they will be finished 10th
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Instant, when proofs will be sent you as per your
instructions.
One week later on July 11, Mr. Edson notified

Secretary Chase that the cost for producing the $1, $2,
and $3 notes would be $100 per 1000 impressions. Mr.
Edson closes his letter with the following: "The 1. 2. 3.
Plates would have been finished 10th inst had it not been
for the change required in the Legal Tender Clause. If no
further changes are required they will be finished
Tuesday next."

As mentioned before, Secretary Chase also wrote to the
National Bank Note Company on July 2. This letter
informs company President Fitch Shepard that the
American Bank Note Company had already prepared
plates of $5, $10, and $20 3 65/100 notes and had
proposed to convert them to $1, $2, and $3 notes. Mr.
Shepard is requested to submit a proposal for plate
preparation and printing of $1, $2, and $3 notes in the
numerical proportions of 6, 2, and 1. The Secretary states
the proposals to prepare plates and print may be
submitted separately. Lastly, it is established that the
authority given to the American Bank Note Company to
prepare plates has no connection with the printing of the
notes. This will be treated as a separate proposition.

On July 11, 1862, the same day Mr. Edson replied,
Fitch Shepard sent the following letter to Secretary
Chase:
In compliance with the invitation contained in your
favor of 2nd Inst to this Company to your letter of 9th
Inst to Mr. Sub-Treasurer Cisco, we herein submit
terms upon which we propose to prepare plates,
furnish paper and print Treasury Notes of
denominations Ones, Twos and Threes, authorized by
recent Act of Congress in proportions of 6 Ones, 2
Twos, and 1 Three.
The Secretary having intimated his pleasure to receive
separate proposals from the American and the
National Bank Note Companies and likewise joint
proposals for the same work — it has been though
inexpedient (from the intimate business relations said
companies have sustained under their present contract
with the Treasury Department) to disguise from each
other the terms separately proposed — the
[indecipherable] so as the discount made on the current
contracts with the Department has brought the net to
a finish which could not justify either party in making
much further modifications in terms, by way of
competition.

At this point the cost for printing is mentioned, the
identical amount of $100 per 1000 impressions as
specified by the American Bank Note Company. Mr.
Shepard of the National Bank Note Company concludes
his letter:

Should the Secretary accept our proposition we could
pledge One Hundred presses exclusively for his work
which would undoubtedly insure against dis-
appointment.
We will soon forward for the Secretary's inspection
several sets of models . . . having especial reference to
Security against fraud . . . though he might decide to
give a preference to the contemplated joint proposals
8 in as much as this Company has as yet only had the
opportunity of exhibiting its work on Treasury Notes
in Fifties and Hundreds (mostly held by Banks). 9

By July 17, 1862, the day President Lincoln signed the
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second Confiscation Act which authorized the U.S.
Government to free those slaves in areas taken by Union
Forces, work at the American Bank Note Company had
progressed to the point where proofs for the $1, $2, and
$3 Legal Tender Notes were prepared and sent to
Assistant Treasurer of the United States John Cisco,
along with a letter and a bill (see illustration) for the plate
preparation. Mr. Cisco then forwarded all this material to
Secretary of the Treasury Chase. The correspondence
which describe these events follows:

American Bank Note Company
New York 17th July 1862

Sir,
I hand you herewith proof impressions. U.S. Legal Tender

Note Plates, 1.1.1.1. — 2.2.2.2. and 3.3.3.3. with
corresponding Back & Tint plates, as altered from the 3
65/100 Interest Notes.

The labor of making these alterations has been very great
— indeed almost equal to making new plates, notwith-
standing which, they would have been finished, with the
exception of the dates, on the 10th inst, had it not been for
the changes required in the endorsement on the Backs, which
has now been engraved three times since the order was
received to alter the plates and make them conform to the
Legal Tender Notes previously issued.

While there is necessarily a general conformity in the style
of these Notes to those from which they are altered, yet we
have endeavored as far as possible to introduce new work and
in every way to combine the greatest amount of security
against counterfeiting and alterations.

As requested, I hand herewith a Bill for these Plates, but I
beg leave to remark that the price charged would be no
consideration for the plates as altered, except in connection
with a contract for printing the Notes, and the price is
embraced in a proposal now before the Secretary of the
Treasury for that purpose.

We are prepared to multiply plates and print the Notes
with great expedition.

Very Respectfully, Sir,
Your Obt. Servt.

Tracy R. Edson President

United States Treasury
New York July 17 1862

Sir:
Referring to your letter dated July 1st I herewith transmit

proof of United States Notes of the denominations of One,
Two and Three Dollars, under the Act of July 11th 1862,
together with a Bill from the American Bank Note Company
for the plates from which the same are printed, altered from 3
65/100% Interest Notes, and a letter from Mr. Edson upon
the subject. Mr. Edson informs me that this bill includes no
charge for the alteration.

Your telegram giving the date of the Act came to hand this
morning.

I have the honour to be Sir,
Your most obedient Servant

John J. Cisco Asst. Treas. U.S.

On July 25, 1862, a most revealing letter from the
National Bank Note Company confirms the fact that
their models for the $1, $2, and $3 notes were mailed to
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A bill from the American Bank Note Co. for altering the
$5, $10, and $20 3 65/100 interest-bearing notes to $1, $2,
and $3 legal tender notes.

the Secretary of the Treasury. This same letter describes
the $1 Legal Tender Note model which is the same as the
issued design, establishing this company as the one which
prepared the plates for the $1 and $2 notes. Mr.
Shepard's letter to George Harrington, Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury commences:

Officer National Bk. Note Co.
New York July 25, 1862

Geo. Harrington, Esq.
Asst. Secy Treas.
Washington, D.C.
Sir,

The models [for] Treas. Notes 1, 2, 3 after approved (&
admired) by Mr. Sub-Treas. Cisco & friends, were mailed
today to the address of Hon. S.P. Chase, Secy Treas. We
prepared "working models" of the same which are already in
the hands of the Transferers. It has been our aim to confirm
as nearly as practicable to suggestions& memoranda made
by the Secretary & yourself. You may notice that most of the
lathe-work is somewhat different in style from that which
was substituted by the writer at Washington. Believing we
could improve it we made an entire new set, which must
account for our being a day or two behind time. We think we
have been successful, though the work may not appear more
clear to you now, by reason of being put on the models while
wet from the press. As no important changes in the backs
were suggested, we omitted to send them on. We have taken
the liberty to remove the portrait of the Secretary 10 from the
twos to the ones, as the greater number of that denomination
will introduce him more generally to the people, many of
whom we find are desirous to know the looks of the man to
whom the country is so largely indebted for furnishing the
sinews of war.

We have taken pains to obtain the opinion of the personal
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acquaintances of the Secy. both in Washington & this city, &
find it pronounced by all, with a single exception, the best
that has ever been engraved of him. So we think it can't be
far our of the way.

Slight changes have been made to conform as nearly as
practicable to suggestions made by Miss Chase, but we
concluded it dangerous to go on any farther.

Arrangements have been entered into for the cordial &
efficient co-operationof the two companies, on terms
satisfactory to themselves, & it can hardly be necessary to
renew assurances that every possible agency will be brought
into question by both companies for dispatch in the excution.

Respy yr. obt. Svt.
F. Shepard

With all the correspondence and preparation of two $3
Legal Tender Note models, this denomination was not
issued. The only public record we can find which makes
any mention of the unissued $3 bill is found in the
Connecticut Bank Note List, which was published in
Hartford in September, 1862, just a few days after the
second Battle of Bull Run, which took place on August
30. The announcement describes the $1 and $2 Legal
Tender Notes (not too accurately) and goes on to say,
"The $3 notes have not been ordered."

If anything can be concluded from all that has been
presented thus far, it would be that designs for the issued
$1 and $2 Legal Tender Notes were prepared by the
National Bank Note Company. This company's $3 design
probably followed the same pattern as the $1 and $2 with
the anti-alteration device. The known $3 design prepared
by the American Bank Note Company is such a radical
departure from the issued designs, one would surmise
this company's $1 and $2 models were similar to the $3 in
design which seemed to follow the format of privately
issued notes in circulation up to this time. This second $3
design is yet to be uncovered, if it still exists.

There was one more opportunity for a United States $3
bill to be issued. The Act of June 3, 1864, the second of 11
acts which provided for National Bank Notes, authorized
$1, $2, $3, and $10,000 notes. The $3 and $10,000
denominations were never issued.

So, there we have it: a $3 note which almost came to be.
The search can now commence for the American Bank
Note Company's design for the $1 and $2 notes and the
National Company's design for the $3 note.

It seems doubtful that proofs were made of the original
3 65/100 Interest-bearing Notes of $5, $10, and $20 or the
one-year Interest-bearing Note of $25. However, if any of
these would be uncovered, it would be a major
contribution to the visual development of our currency.

(For those who may wonder about the use of legal tender throughout this
article, it was not until February 19, 1873, that Assistant Treasurer
William A. Richardson in a letter stated that hereafter the term United
States Notes will be used instead of Legal Tender Notes.)

FOOTNOTES AND SOURCES:

1. This vignette was later used in a specimen frame for the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts (1879-1884) and on a
certificate of deposit dated November 17, 1888, drawn on
the Bank of California. (Source: Ms. Alice Zecher, American
Bank Note Co.)
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2. Some Legal Tender Notes bear the credit of both
companies, so it is difficult to ascertain which company was
responsible for the design.

3. Gene Hessler, "Design For the $100 1858 Treasury Note
Uncovered," Paper Money, Vol. XV, No. 6, p. 260

4. The cost for furnishing Demand Notes for the U.S.
Treasury was quoted at $20,000 for 1,000,000 $5 notes;
$12,000 for 500,000 $10 notes; and $6,000 for 250,000 $20
notes. (From a letter dated July 19, 1861 from Tracy Edson,
president of the American Bank Note Co., to John J. Cisco,
Asst. Treasurer of the United States.)

5. Walter Breen, "The First Greenbacks", Numismatic News
Weekly, April 11, 1972
Gene Hessler, "As Real As A Three Dollar Big" Coinage,
October, 1974

6. John Jay Knox, United States Notes, London, 1885, p. 87
Eric P. Newman, "As Phony As A Three Dollar Bill," The
Numismatist, August, 1974

7. The Banker's Magazine, Vol. 16, p. 807
8. Ultimately the two bank note companies did work together

to print the 1862 $1 and $2 Legal Tender Notes. Some notes
bear the credit of both companies, as well as the date of
patent for each: 30 June 1857, for the American and April
23, 1860 for the National.

9. This refers to the $50 and $100 Treasury Notes issued
under the Act of March 2, 1861.

10. This portrait of S.P. Chase was engraved by Joseph
Ourdan.
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12 mONTRS

ACTUAL NO. COPIES Of SINGLE
ISSUE PUBLISHED NEAREST TO

FILING LIATE
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